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HYPOTHESIS
CAN HEALING BE TAUGHT?

William F. Bengston, PhD,1# and Donald G. Murphy, PhD2
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The recent explosion of opportunities and interest in learning to
eal has not been accompanied by sufficiently convincing empiri-
al data to show that healing is teachable. We explore selected
xamples of teaching modalities and outline their general ethos.

Five empirical criteria necessary to demonstrate teachability

re outlined. We suggest that no research to date, including a (
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revious claim by one of us (W.F.B.), has surmounted the diffi-
ult obstacles that need to be overcome to make such a claim.
ome scientific and social implications of the teachability of
ealing are discussed.
Explore 2008; 4:197-200. © Elsevier Inc. 2008)
NTRODUCTION
he last decade or so has seen a virtual explosion of interest and

esearch into what is now commonly known as energy healing.
y this time, it should be apparent that a reasonably dispassion-
te analysis of the evidence for this type of healing will result in
t least some acceptance of its reality. The empirical evidence for
he existence of the phenomenon is overwhelming to the point
hat denial of its possibility must stem from either an irrational a
riori rejection or a refusal to examine the evidence.
There are currently peer-reviewed academic journals signifi-

antly devoted to the empirical and clinical applications of en-
rgy healing, as well as many compilations of past studies that
ssess the overall quality1 and types2 of research that have been
one. Controlled laboratory studies include healing effects on
verything from single cells3,4 to humans, and on psychological
s well as physical maladies.2 And many of these healing effects
ave proven to be reproducible.5

It is therefore undeniable that energy healing has taken place
nder controlled conditions. That is not to suggest, however,
hat all claims made by healers should be taken at face value, nor
hat all studies of healing published to date could withstand
igorous methodological scrutiny. We do suggest that in apply-
ng the maxim of orthodox science—that extraordinary claims
equire extraordinary evidence—there will be a core body of ev-
dence for healing that is undeniable and unassailable.

Individuals with special and identifiable healing abilities are
ecognized today and probably have always been among us. Also
ith us today, and perhaps always a part of the human experi-
nce, are healing traditions passed on from master to novice. It is
his latter category of healing, that which is purported to be
aught, that also calls for scientific inquiry.

Among the many issues not adequately addressed by empiri-
al standards are the correlates to both successful and unsuccess-
ul healing experiments, the number and percentage of people
aturally able to produce healing under experimental and clini-
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al conditions, and whether healing itself can be taught. And, if
ealing can be taught, is there any compelling reason to study
he features of the many and disparate means to healing instruc-
ion?

We would like to focus on these last questions. It is our con-
ention that whether healing can be taught remains empirically
nresolved. And while it is certainly true that many believe it to
e so, and both of us are sympathetic to that possibility, it is also
ur assessment that the methodological difficulties associated
ith demonstrating teachability have not been adequately ad-
ressed. (A wide variety of fields in both the sciences and hu-
anities share similar issues regarding the efficacy of teaching

echniques in their fields. It is our experience that these meth-
dological issues are rarely discussed.) We will outline those
ifficulties.
Aside from the empirical issues that need to be addressed,

ven healers themselves have been split on the question of
hether the ability is simply innate or can be learned. For exam-
le, two healers who produced extraordinary results in the pio-
eering studies of Bernard Grad at McGill University,6-8 Oskar
stebany and Olga Worrell, felt that healing could not be devel-
ped by study. On the other hand, Bioenergy Healing (bioen-
rgy healing being a generic term, we use here capitals to refer to
he method taught by Margaret and Mietek Wirkus), Johrei,
eiki, and therapeutic touch are examples of the many healing
rts that are considered teachable. Although there are healers in
oth camps, it would appear self-evident that most persons prac-
icing healing would claim to have been taught.

EACHING GROUPS AND TECHNIQUES
f major interest is the widespread proliferation of workshops,

eminars, courses, and institutes that purport to teach healing.
hat so many are now in operation attests to the apparent wide-
pread belief among participants that healing is teachable. A
uick perusal of the internet reveals an astonishing array of
lleged opportunities for instruction in self-healing and the heal-
ng of others. They range from well-known to obscure, from
n-site training to training simply through supplied materials.
ome are overtly spiritual, others secular. Some require an attun-

ment, others do not. Some claim that the practitioner is the
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ource of the healing energy, in others the source is presumed to
e an outside energy that is channeled.
The sheer number and range of opportunities for instruction

re so vast that they defy any sort of simple analysis, and it is not
ur intention to provide one here. What is important for our
urposes, however, is to point out that demonstrably missing
rom these teaching modalities is any rigorous presentation of
tudies published in refereed journals supporting claims of their
fficacy. And it would certainly be interesting to know whether
he distinctions and differences portrayed by the various modal-
ties are centrally important or are simply expressions of their
istory and tradition that overlie common mechanisms.

elected Examples
ome examples might be helpful. One of us (D.G.M.) has re-
eived training in, and practiced, numerous healing arts. These
nclude direct experience with (1) Bioenergy Healing, (2) Johrei,
3) Reiki, and indirect experience with (4) therapeutic touch
Table 1). 1 The examples that follow are in part derived from
hose personal experiences, do not represent the official teaching
f specific people or organizations, and are a nonrepresentative
ample of the great diversity of healing arts practiced and taught.
hey are simply intended to initiate discussion and illustration.
In each of these four examples, hands are engaged to accom-

lish the healing, either by direct touch or indirect proximity
ealing. Each has a community of faithful followers: in the case
f Bioenergy Healing, numbering in the thousands, in the case
f Johrei, numbering in the millions. Skill in all four is com-
only acquired through the teaching of an experienced instruc-

or. An attunement is required in two of the four. The energy
ource is considered to be the self in Bioenergy Healing and
herapeutic touch, and other in Johrei and Reiki. Where the
nergy source is other, the practitioner is presumed to be a
onduit or channel for an external energy source.

Presumably, the students in these various teaching modalities
nter their respective learning regimens with an expectation that
hey will be successful in either learning to heal or in enhancing
heir already existing abilities. This belief is sufficiently strong
hat they trust the healing claims of the teacher, as well as the
romise that with proper application of the technique, they too
ill follow in the path of former successful students.
The training experiences of these students are likely to have

ome commonalities. There will be some instruction in the his-
ory and lore of the particular practice, including the sharing of
any anecdotes, and an emphasis during their study on learning

hrough doing, with guided training in the techniques. During

able 1. Four Examples of Teaching Modalities

Hands-on Proximity
Attunement

Required
Energy
Source

ioenergy Healing9 No Yes No Self
ohrei No Yes Yes Other
eiki Yes No Yes Other
herapeutic touch Yes Yes No Self
he training, students will be guided to “feel” the healing energy t
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n themselves and others, and will learn to associate these feel-
ngs as an illustration of the success of the techniques or program
f instruction.
Students will be made to feel somehow special or unique and

einforced by the simple fact that they have made the decision to
artake in the training. Oftentimes the students will be encour-
ged to bond together as like-minded individuals who are per-
aps more “sensitive” than the majority of the population. They
ay be told that the workshop itself is not so much designed to

each them something new as to get them to “remember” that
hich they have always known and somehow forgotten. The
orkshop/training will then be designed to “awaken” them to

heir true nature. And although competing techniques and
eaching modalities will sometimes be acknowledged, there will
e an articulation of the uniqueness of the particular method
eing taught.
Of course there will be variation in style. Sometimes there will

e an emphasis on the founder and lineage from the “master”
eg, Johrei and Reiki). Yet regardless of the methods used, there
ikely will be some percentage who self-select out after the initial
raining, presumably because they were not drawn to the tech-
iques, or received insufficient reinforcement after the training,
r simply did not perceive sufficient personal gain to continue.
Most who remain in practice or training will have perceived

ome personal gain, whether warranted or not. Some percentage
f students will start to report anecdotal experiences of healing
n themselves and others. The teachers of the techniques will
mbrace these apparently gifted students, and a halo effect is
stablished that will engulf the other students. Within this halo
ffect, students with perhaps marginal healing ability may lose
ealistic assessment of their own abilities and identify with the
urported abilities of those who appear to be gifted.
Although the apparently gifted students may be used to illus-

rate the efficacy of the training, it is certainly possible that the
raining process does no more than act as a means to select out
reexisting natural healers who will serve a circular function of
einforcing the belief in the training techniques. We do not
now if the distribution of healing talent in the general popula-
ion approximates a normal curve distribution or whether stu-
ents who are drawn to complete the training are those already at
he higher end of that distribution. The selection of teachers,
ho are often certified to teach by a governing organization (eg,

herapeutic touch) or well-established tradition (eg, Reiki), intro-
uces issues that parallel the self-selection problem for students.
e do not have empirical evidence justifying assumed capacities

o provide instruction.
The problem is further compounded by the simple fact that

here is no agreed upon measurement of the output of energy
ealing.10 That is, there is nothing comparable to measurements

n physical systems (eg, voltage, amperage, mass) or even to
ommonly agreed upon indexes and scales in the social and
ehavioral sciences that operationally measure more abstract
oncepts (eg, socioeconomic status, self-esteem, depression).11

ndeed, it may even be possible that the commonly used terms
nergy healing or subtle energy are misnomers, in that “energy” may
ot even be involved.
And so, although we maintain that the evidence for the exis-
ence of energy healing is overwhelming, the evidence for its
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eachability is seriously deficient. We are not trying to indict
esearchers; we are simply suggesting that despite the widespread
necdotal claims, there has not been adequate testing to date.

e are not claiming that healing cannot be taught, indeed we
uspect that it can; we are claiming that there is not sufficient
mpirical evidence to decide (both authors have taught healing
echniques to various groups for a number of years).

RITERIA FOR THE EMPIRICAL DEMONSTRATION
HAT HEALING CAN BE TAUGHT
o empirically resolve the question, at least five conditions or
oncerns must be addressed:

. The evidence must be collected under controlled, experi-
mental conditions. Simply put, anecdotes are interesting
and perhaps suggestive, but they are not sufficient. Follow-
ing established experimental protocol, it is preferred that
data analysis be performed by disinterested specialists.

. There must be an empirically measurable effect of healing,
regardless of the subjects used. If the subjects are humans, it
is preferable that there be objective indicators (eg, blood
counts, tumor size), though the indicators could include
subjective reports of improved health and well-being, as long
as they are done under controlled experimental conditions.
Until someone finds a direct, measurable “output” for heal-
ing, it is probably even better that the demonstrated healing
effect be measured in animals, plants, or simple organisms.
Researchers would be well-served with a simple, unambigu-
ous reproducible model that would demonstrate healing.

. These experiments must include a predesign and postdesign
to illustrate the effect of the training. Simply noting that
those who have completed the training have demonstrated
healing is insufficient to conclude that the healing was actu-
ally due to that training. As previously speculated, it may be
that there is a normal distribution of healing ability in the
general population, and people who self-select to attend the
workshop or training are those already at the higher end. If
the teaching techniques have validity, there should be dem-
onstrated improvement in healing ability. Perhaps it will be
found that certain teaching techniques are differentially suc-
cessful with varying levels of ability.

. The experimental design must control for such factors as
practice effects and ordinary regression effects. If, for exam-
ple, healing ability simply improves with practice in a pre-
design and postdesign, it may be that the specific “special”
knowledge imparted during the training masks more mun-
dane processes. Similarly, if individuals who are naturally
less effective healers are selected to measure the efficacy of
training, ordinary regression to the mean might explain im-
provement upon training or replication.

. Of course all of this implies some sort of control group
comparison. And here there is at least one more method-
ological problem that may seriously complicate healing re-
search. In a recently published paper involving tumor regres-
sion of mammary adenocarcinoma in mice through energy
healing,12 there was a high percentage of remissions in the

control mice, explained as due to a resonant bonding of c

an Healing be Taught?
experimental and control groups. If resonance can operate in
healing research so that there is an apparent entanglement
effect from the healing, the problem of isolating the unique
healing ability of each individual in a multiperson experiment
becomes problematic. It may be necessary to test each individ-
ual sequentially rather than in a simultaneous collective.

N ILLUSTRATION OF
ETHODOLOGICAL SHORTCOMINGS
ne of us (W.F.B.) published a paper in 2000 claiming, among

ther things, that healing can be taught.5 In three of four exper-
ments reported, inexperienced, nonbelieving volunteers were
rained in a healing method partially developed by Bengston.13

nce trained, these volunteers were given laboratory mice that
ad been injected with fatal doses of mammary adenocarci-
oma. Though these mice normally have 100% fatality within
ne month subsequent to injection, all but four of 33 experi-
ental mice went through novel stages of remission to full life-

pan cure. Among the conclusions of the paper was a claim that
he success of the experiments demonstrated that healing can be
aught.

In hindsight, now, it would appear that two out of five of our
tandards outlined here had not been successfully met. The first
nd second criteria, that the experiment be conducted in a con-
rolled setting and that there be some objective measurable out-
ut, were clearly met. These experiments were conducted in two
ndependent conventional biology laboratories experienced in
hese cancer models. The fact that most of the mice were cured
learly indicates a real, measurable effect of treatment. It is also
ikely that the fourth criterion, controlling for practice and re-
ression effects, was not a factor. That is, some of the volunteers
ere used in two experiments, and they were equally successful

n both. Had regression effects been at play, replication might be
n issue.

But the standards of criteria three and five were not met. There
as no pretest/posttest of the healing ability of the volunteers
efore training. It is possible, though perhaps not likely, that the
ozen volunteers selected for inclusion were inadvertently cho-
en with some unconscious recognition that they already pos-
essed healing ability. Without a pretest, there is simply no way
o tell whether the techniques enhanced their ability.

The fifth criterion, controlling for resonance effects, poses the
ost difficult problem. In these experiments, there was a curious

attern of control mice remission that occurred when volunteers
ame into proximity of those mice. In a later paper, this was
xplained as a macroscopic resonant bonding wherein a treat-
ent given to one mouse resulted in a treatment to all mice.12

imply put, if resonance is at work, then it is not known whether
ach volunteer actually remitted their mice or whether any par-
icular mouse remission was the result of a resonant linkage to
omeone else with healing ability. To test whether each person
ad actually learned to heal, each volunteer would have to have
een both pretested before training and then posttested in a way
o control for this resonance effect. Neither was done, and so the

laim of teachability by the authors was premature.
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OME IMPLICATIONS
hy is all this important? From a scientific perspective, the

eachability of healing is an inherently interesting subject for
tudy, which may yield answers to some of the more perplexing
acets of energy healing. If healing can be taught, it will be
orthwhile to study individuals before and after their training.
or example, functional magnetic resonance imaging brain
cans, electroencephalograms, and various neurophysiologic in-
icators pretraining and posttraining might yield insight into the
orrelates of energy healing in a way different from those that
est already-established healers.

Socially, there are innumerable implications of the teachabil-
ty of healing. To date, the many and highly varied healing arts
ave not had a profound impact on orthodox healthcare. Ex-
raordinary healing, by which we mean healing with unantici-
ated efficacy in the curing of illness or the acceleration of the
atural process of healing—if commonplace rather than highly
xceptional—might have a profound effect. For extraordinary
ealing to become commonplace, it must be teachable or trans-
erable.

Imagine if it were possible to develop in large numbers the
bilities of those who have demonstrated extraordinary healing.
urrently there is a crisis in the orthodox healthcare system, with

ts prohibitively high costs, excessive dependence on pharma-
eutical interventions, compromising sequelae to many surgical
nterventions, and the too frequent ambiguous outcomes of
ehavioral interventions. Whether energy healing can augment,
r even substitute, for many orthodox medical interventions
ecomes far more important if large numbers of practitioners
an be effectively trained to practice extraordinary healing.

The most obvious means to this currently nontested and elu-
ive instruction is to rigorously pursue it with healers who show
vidence of extraordinary abilities and are receptive to efforts to
ave their techniques taught. The less obvious means lies in a
omparative study of healing practices where the healing is pre-
umed taught, and to determine whether a synthesis of key fea-
ures leads to substantial improvement in efficacy over any one
f the contributing arts. Behind the myriad healing arts and the
ationales claimed for their efficacy may be common processes
hat could be developed and applied. Systematic inquiry into
ealing and its instruction is a rational endeavor that might
educe the burden of healthcare costs and provide a serious
lternative medicine.14

We assume that there are common processes underlying the
yriad of healing arts and rationales given for their presumed
fficacy, and that scientific inquiry can bring into focus the “laws F

00 EXPLORE May/June 2008, Vol. 4, No. 3
f healing” much as we now have “laws” of nature. No matter the
pproach, there will need to be increased methodological rigor.
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